Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a disease that forms as a complication of diabetes, It is particularly dangerous since it often goes unnoticed and can lead to blindness if not detected early. Despite the clear importance and urgency of such an illness, there is no precise system for the early detection of DR so far. Fortunately, such system could be achieved using deep learning including convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which gained momentum in the field of medical imaging due to its capability of being effectively integrated into various systems in a manner that significantly improves the performance. This paper proposes a computer aided diagnostic (CAD) system for the early detection of non-proliferative DR (NPDR) using CNNs. The proposed system is developed for the optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging modality. Throughout this paper, all aspects of deployment of the proposed system are studied starting from the preprocessing stage required to extract input data to train the CNN without resizing the image, to the use of transfer learning principals and how best to combine features in order to optimize performance. A novel patch extraction framework for preprocessing is presented, followed by fovea detection algorithm, in addition to investigating the various CNN parameters for optimal deployment. Optimum CNN parameters and promising results are achieved. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first CNN-based DR early detection CAD system for OCT images. It achieves a promising accuracy of 94% with transfer learning. 4 recently emerged in the medical field, there is a continuous flux of interest in the 5 development of such systems due to their capability of improving the medical services 6 provided to the community in terms of accuracy and reliability in the diagnosis of 7 diseases. Meanwhile, machine learning is paving the way for breakthroughs in the 8 PLOS
in terms of early detection of DR. As such, the proposed system investigates early 61 detection of DR in OCT images, which is principally performed with the aid of CNNs. 62 Hence, this paper presents the optimal CNN architecture for early detection of DR 63 through the exploration of various CNN configurations and parameters. In particular, 64 the following items are studied: 1) the effect of transfer learning on improving the 65 performance of the proposed CAD system, given the scarcity of the data; 2) the effect of 66 fusing CNNs retrained with different datasets on the overall system performance; 3) the 67 depth of CNN layers required to extract features to train the final classifier used for 68 data fusion; and 4) the OCT layer required to be segmented in order to be used for the 69 y-coordinate axis alignment of the extracted patches for optimum results. The rest of 70 this paper is organized in three sections as follows: a section that presents the materials 71 and methods, followed by a section that discusses the experimental results, and finally 72 the conclusion is given in the last section. 73 Materials and methods 74 A simplified block diagram of the proposed CAD system for early detection of DR in 75 OCT images using CNNs is shown in Fig 1, and an overview of the system is shown in 76 Fig 2. In contrast to conventional feature extraction methods, using CNNs effectively 77 classifies normal and DR images without the need for features that are designed 78 manually. The proposed system is composed of a preprocessing stage where appropriate 79 sized patches are detected and extracted, a CNN training stage, and finally investigation 80 of various fusion or combination schema for improved performance of the proposed 81 system. The preprocessing stage starts with segmentation of the original OCT scan into 82 twelve different layers with the application of an unsupervised parametric mixture model 83 and Markov Gibbs Random Fields [31] . The location of the fovea is also simultaneously 84 detected. The results of the prior two stages are then fed for the positioning and 85 extraction of the appropriate patches as per the schema of the proposed system. The extracted patches are then fed into the CNNs of the proposed system according 87 to the configuration at which the system has been set. The output from the CNNs is 88 then analyzed if it is determined to be the final output of the proposed CAD system; 89 otherwise, it is fed into a classifier for appropriate training for combination of the data 90 to obtain the final result. We evaluate the overall performance of the system with 91 different metrics and the utilization of 5-fold cross validation technique. This allows us 92 to infer meaningful conclusions and develop the optimum CAD system for early refractive error ≥ −6.0 diopters. In all, n subjects were enrolled, n of whom had 101 diabetes, ranging in age from n to n years.
102
Data used for training and testing of the CAD system were obtained using a clinical 103 OCT scanner, Cirrus HD-OCT 5000 (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, California). B-scans 104 were obtained over a 21-line raster across the macula of both eyes. For each eye, a single 105 b-scan, passing through the fovea, was selected for analysis. Images were 1024 × 1024 106 pixels, 8 bit grayscale, capturing an optical slice 2 mm deep and 9 mm from side to side 107 (nasal-temporal).
108

Preprocessing and retinal layer segmentation 109
The proposed DR early detection system first constitutes of a preprocessing stage, as 110 illustrated in Fig 3, where we extract the inputs to be fed to the CNN as appropriate. 111 The main reason behind such a stage is the disagreement between the dimensional size 112 of the original OCT scans that are the input image data and that of the input layer for 113 the pretrained CNN in the methodology; i.e. the AlexNet CNN as shown in Fig 4. The 114 pre-trained version of the CNN for the application of transfer learning is trained on a 115 subset of the large-scale ImageNet image database [32] . That is 1000 object categories 116 and 1.2 million real-life images for training. The preprocessing stage also eliminates 117 unimportant information; hence, improving the speed and efficiency of the system. minimized, and feature extraction should be independent of any peculiarities (e.g. slight 135 tilt or off-center) of a given OCT scan.
136
The fovea coordinate localization starts off with applying a median filter in order to 137 remove any impulsive noise. This is then followed by the "à trous" algorithm [33] that 138 decomposes each scan into scale-space components of coarser and finer detail by the fovea with the point on the vitreous-NFL boundary at minimum distance from the 145 MZ-EZ boundary. When computing these distances, it is important to correct for the 146 non-square pixel aspect ratio of typical OCT scanners. The preprocessing algorithm is 147 described in detail in [31] . Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that each of the 148 grayscale images was concatenated as three different channels for the required 3-channel 149 input of the AlexNet.
150
Feature extraction and diagnosis 151
Upon the detection of the fovea, the required patches' locations along the x-coordinate 152 axis is computed appropriately, i.e. with the origin at the fovea. These calculated points 153 are used for extracting the corresponding vertical slice from the segmentation mask of 154 the layer that we would be centering the patch extraction at for the y-coordinate axis. 155 The sum the values of the pixels of these extracted slices along the x-axis is then In order to find out the optimum parameters for the proposed system, various 162 investigations were carried out, the first of which is whether the application of transfer 163 learning improves the accuracy of the algorithm rather than just training the network 164 from scratch. This is also made in accordance to the fact that the dataset size is
relatively small. As such, training of two AlexNet CNNs is performed; one which is 166 pre-trained and another which is not, with the normal and DR training dataset upon its 167 preprocessing.
168
Patches extracted to the temporal side of the fovea were fed into their own AlexNet 169 CNN, one of which was pretrained on ImageNet and another which had not been. The 170 pretraining is used only as far as layer pool5 (Fig. 4) for the activations of the hidden 171 layers, while subsequent layers of the AlexNet were treated identically for the 172 comparison between the use and non-use of transfer learning. Patches extracted to the 173 nasal side of the fovea were likewise input to two AlexNet CNN, one of which was 174 pre-trained, for carrying out the same comparison.
175
It was also tested whether improved accuracy would result if fusion of various input 176 data. This experiment was carried out through different means for extracting input 177 data and building a corresponding appropriate CNN configuration for testing and 178 validation of the investigation. The first use case is the configuration of the best results 179 concluded from the first experimentation. That is hypothetically the two pretrained 180 AlexNet CNNs that are fed the input images as the patches extracted to the left and to 181 the right of the fovea; i.e. the experiment is hypothesized to show that transfer learning 182 does improve the results particularly with small datasets. Fovea detection preprocessing 183 is then performed for each of the OCT scans or images in order to extract a patch 184 where the fovea coordinates are the center of the patch. That is the extraction process 185 of the patch assumes the fovea coordinates to be its center across both x-coordinates Hence, the proposed overall CNN configuration starts with the fovea detection in 200 order to locate it as well as the layer segmentation to acquire the resultant segmented 201 layer 6, i.e. ONL layer, of each of the scans that we are keeping as a constant parameter 202 for the experiments carried out. However, it is noteworthy to mention that a different 203 experimentation is carried out where all other parameters are set but the layer at which 204 we center the patch extraction process at is varied in terms of the y-coordinates to find 205 the layer that achieves the optimum results and hence further improves the algorithm. 206 This entire CNN setup is shown in Fig 7. 
207
Another investigation is carried out in order to find out the optimum parameters for 208 the best performance of the algorithm is the layer at which we carry out transfer beginning of the experiment to be used only for validation. Cross validation has the 230 advantage of making the most of a limited amount of data, but is known to produce 231 biased estimates of system performance.
232
The performance metrics used were accuracy (α), error rate (β), specificity (κ), precision (PPV), and recall (TPR). If TP is the number of correctly classified diabetes cases in a particular run of cross validation, TN is the number of correctly classified non-diabetic cases, and P = TP + FP and N = TN + FN are the total number of diabetes and non-diabetic cases in the test data, then these metrics are defined as various combination schemas such as patches extracted with the fovea at their center, or 242 using a classifier to combine two or four extracted patches shows that combining two or 243 four patches result in the highest performance metrics across the board. However, it can 244 also be observed that the time taken for the four patches approach is almost four times 245 the one for the two patches, with no improvement in any of the metrics. As such, only 246 the two patches approach is accounted for in the next investigation of finding the 247 accuracy. Finally, to choose the OCT layer to align the extraction of the input patches 251 at, we find out that layer 6 is the best given that it reaches the highest performance 252 metrics. That is though other layers achieve similar levels of accuracy, error rate, 253 specificity, precision, and recall, they all require more time to train. As such, the final 254 design choices for the proposed system is the CNN retrained with two patches extracted 255 to the right and the left of the fovea centered with OCT layer 6 across the y-coordinate 256 axis. The features are extracted from pool5 CNN layer and transfer learning is applied 257 in the deployment of the proposed system.
258
Additional testing was carried out in order to confirm that the CNN architecture is 259 not biased due to color space, for the ImageNet dataset is RGB while our dataset is 260 intrinsically grayscale. Hence, we retrained the network with 200 grayscale images and 261 reapplied our investigation. The result was conclusive that the network is independent 262 of the color space as the results obtained exactly matched that of directly using the 263 ImageNet pretrained CNN. of input should be avoided, and extraction of patches as per the proposed methodology 269 is recommended.
270
Finally, the confusion matrix of the chosen CNN for the proposed early DR detection 271 CAD system is shown in Fig 9. A comparison of our proposed technique against other 272 machine learning techniques shows its superiority as can be observed in Table 2 . 
Conclusion
274
Early intervention is essential to delay or prevent complications of diabetic retinopathy, 275 including blindness. As such, in this paper, a novel CAD system for early detection of 276 DR-related changes in OCT images using CNNs was presented. The system was 277 developed for use patients with almost clinically normal retina appearances.
278
Upon investigation of the various proposed parameters of the CAD system, the 279 optimal conditions for its deployment were derived. Foremost, transfer learning may be 280 used to achieve high accuracy despite the scarcity of the data. Second, best results are 281 seen when combining the output features of two independently trained CNN, which 282 operate on either side of the fovea. Features extracted at the pool5 layers of these CNN 283 provided for the highest accuracy with the least computational complexity. Finally, in 284 order to reach highest accuracy, which our preliminary results found to be 94 %, the 285 patches extracted for training and testing should be aligned or centered along the y-axis 286 using the patch extraction algorithm presented and the segmented OCT layer number 6, 287 or the outer nuclear layer (ONL). This paper recommends that further research is 288 directed towards this relatively uncharted topic, especially with OCT images, for the 289 results were observed to be high even given the scarcity of the data and the relative 290 complexity of the problem. 
